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Abstract:
The purpose of the Baltic Sediment Baseline study is to
identify refererice'sediment monitoring stations in the Baltic
basins. Pb210 profiles in the upper 25 cm wasmeasured on each
of the stati6n. The corit~nt of,unsupported pb210 (that iä ,Pb210
not produced in the sediment) decreasesregularly downwards in
undisturbed and steadily deposited sediment owing to radio
active decaYi departures from,this predictable profile permits
an assessment of the mixing and/or intermittent erosion as weIl
as the rate of deposition. This has beeri used for an estimate
of the expected response 6ri the concentrations in the surface 1
cm sampIe ori a given change in the flux of the contaminant on
the station.
Of the 25 geological carefully selected stations 4 was so
disturbed, that no dating and thus estimate of accumulation
rate was possible. Core stations with.high accumulation rates
(4.5-15 mm/yr) and/or low mixing; which is excellent for dating
of the pollution history and for monitoring purposesi were
identified in the Gdansk Basin, near the Lithuanian Coast, ,in
the Gulf of Riga, 2 statioris in the Gulf of Finland and 3 .in
the Bothnian.Sea. The sediment stations in the Gotland Basin.
are disturbed, the reason for that is unclear. ,Most of the
other station have accumulation rates at 1.5- 2.5 mm/yr or 250
500 g/m2/yr and with mixing of the upper 2-4 cm. Assuming a
sampling of the upper most 1cmevery 5 years, steady state in
relation to accumulation,rate arid mixing, rate, and a 10%
relative standard deviation for the chemical analysis; the
sensitivity analysis indicates that we,expect to be able to
detect changes in fltiX of. a contaminant in the order of 10-15%
(in the 5years) in the excellent stations, while a 60-200%
increase is neededto cause a significant change in concentra-

~__t_ionjn-the....other st_<!...~tli~o~n~sL~:-_~=-- -=-_-----------
The text is-a,report by Ärne.... Jensen, VQI 904740/41~-
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Th~technical~ndicies1~25\has been le~~/out~
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INTRODUCTION

•

•

210Pb (isotope of lead) in a sediment core originates partly from atniospheric deposition

(unsupported 21Dpb) arid partlY from the decay of radon in the sediment core (supported

210Pb). The background conteni of 210Pb is calculated froin the concentration of supponed
. ..' .,i'

2IDpb that is independent of the sedirilentaiion, and estiniated by measuiement of supponed

2iDpb in the deeper partS of the sedirilent, where the concentration is coristaIit since ail

urisupported 2i0pb has decayed.

The 2iOp}, isotope with a half life of 22.3 years is produced in the atnicisphere through the

decay of radon·222, which is spread by diffusion from the suiface of the earth. These

isotopes are part of the natural radioactive decay of uranium·238. 2IDpb enters the aquatic

environment mostly via annospheric deposition and descends, adsorbed to particles, tci the

sedinientS. The age of the sediments, arid the average sedirilentaiion rate c~ be deu:rmiIied

by measurenientS of the ziapb concentcition in different sediment layers.

In about ten slices (l cm thickriess) of the sediment core distributed down th.rough the core

the ZlDp}, concentrition is measured indlrectly by analyzing thi: coricentration of ZlepO

(Polonium) with a·spectrometiY (MadSen and Sorensen, 1979); The dned sediment sampies

(aboui 0.5 g) are decomposed in a inixturi: of hydrochloric and riitric acid and 2ioFo is

depos~ted on a silver plate at 65°C. Tbe activity of 2iepO is measilred by a·specn-omeirY.

Sampies are spiked with 20SPO for determination ofchemical yteld arid a 2iopiJ staridäiU treated

as the sediment sampies is ~ed for calib~tion. 2Iopb activiiy is aSStinied to be: eqiial to the

measured 2iapO acrlvit}t.

' .." .,' ,

2~ CRS AND CIe DATING

From the unsupponed 2Iopb activity profile in the core the age of different herizons in the

profile can be calculated baSe:d on the assumption mal 2IOpb is immobile in the: core. nie
calculation can be cairled out in two wäys based on two different asSuniptioris. The CIC·

nle:thod (ConStant initial Concentration) assumes that the conce:ntraiion of unsupporied Ziep},

in the depositing material is consta1'1t in time for the same 10calitY.

·1·
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Normally, the eores are dated by the CRS-method (Constant Rate of Supply of 210Pb) which

assumes that the flux of unsupported 21Clpb to the sediment is constant in time for the locality.

Tbe principle for dating.of the sediment core by the CRS-method are described in detail by

by Madsen and Smensen, 1979. All datings were performed on the basis of the dry matter

content in the different core slices with correction for salt contem.

3. CALCULATION OF ACClß'1ULATION RATE OF THE SEDThIENT

Tbe accumulation rate of the sediment (g moz ytl) is calculated on the basis of the concentra

don of 2lopb in the dried sediment slices down through the core by application of the models

mentioned below (Christensen, 1982, and Christensen and Bhunia, 1986).

3.1 Model

Tbe distribution of unsupported 2lClpb in a sediment core can be modelled by the advection

diffusion equation:

(1)

where
A = eoncentration of 210pb (dpm goi)

D =mixing coefficient (cmOz yrol)

z = depth below the sediment-water interface (ern)

w = linear accumulation rate (em yrol)

X = decay constant for zlOPb (yrol)

t = time (year)

Using the steady state solution for (1) with the eondition of constant rate of sediment

accumulation (dAldt =0), the parameters w. D and the flux of 210pb to the sediment surface

can be calculated. Tbe mixing intensity D is assumed to follow a half Gaussian distribution.

(Christensen, 1982, and Christensen and Bhunia, 1986):
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. (2)
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where 0 0 is the mixing coefficient at the sediment surface, and (] is the effective mixing

depth (cm). Tbe mixing parameters are calculated by optimizing equation (1) in relation to

the measured 210pb profile.

3.2 ResultS

Figure 4 shows for each locality the total concentration of 210pb as a furiction of the depth

of the sediment slices and the concentrations of 137CS are included where it has been

measured.

Tbc age of the sediment in relation to the depth below the sediment surface is calculated by

the CRS-method as we11 as the CIC-method. Tbe results from the CRS-method for all. .
sediment cores (except four) are shown in Figure 1 in Appendices 2A-23A (exeluding

Appendices 10A, 14A and 18A). It was impossible to perform datiiigs at tbe cores from.

station no. 156 (Kattegat), 180 (LL-19), 184 (GF-5) and 189 (Äland Sea) due to intense

mixing.

Figure 2 (in the Appendices) shows the measured concentrations ofunsupported 210pb (log~

ithmie seale) and the optimized solution of equation (1) for the cores as a function 'of the dry

mass depth (g cm-2). The solution of equation (1) is based on the number of slices, as

indicated in Table 1. Frequently, the upper pan of the sediment core is mixed by e.g.

bioturbation, trawling and sometimes the mixing is caused by the sampling equipment. To

obt?-in the most optimal model' solution for estimation of the sediment aceumulation rate,

some slices might be excluded from the upper part of the eore, as indicated in Table 1. This

implies thät the sediment accumulation rate 1W been caIculated from the subsequent sediment

slices by estimating the linear decrease below the mixmg zone. Tbe mixing coeffi~ieilt. Do,

and the effective mixing depth is estimated by an iterative process over the whole sediment

prome.

Appendixes IB-23B eontain a11 the data used for performing the dating of the sediment cores.
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Table 1. Number of sediment slices incIuded in the model cälculations for
sediments from the BaItic Baseline Study•

•

)-""<,:""""-"",.:,,., ..... ,,,-._':\', , .. - '" ...... """_" "'" ..,.' -,., ' ,',"

Station namc an<! no. Appcnd~ Supponed 11·Pb • Number of Number of slica Remarb
no. depllli slica included excluded in model...... .. dpmg ' in model oplimizauon . . ".

Kauegat, 156 1 ' .. , _,c " . "', ., ..... Dating impossible ....

Kiel Bighl. 157, . 2 1.02·25 ... 20 10 (0-10 cm) . . '.
Lübec:1c BaY. 160 3 1.01·21 19 5 (0-3. 10-11. 12·13

, . .. ........ .. , ".' . cm) ., .
" ' ... .... .'

Arkona Buin. 166, 4 1.03·24 22, ... " .13 (0-13 cm) '. , . ..' ,'v ..

Bomholm Basin. 167 5 1.02 (157) 10 •. 3 (0-3 em) "." .. "
. ",

"

Gdanslc Bay. 169. 6 1.02 (157) 21 0 . .' .... ... ' ..

Lithuan Coas~ 170 7 0.99-19 12 1 (0-1 Cln) " .... ' ......
GotIancl Decp. 171 8.1 6.26-29 13 3 (0-3 cm) '.. Dating 0-13 em. '. ,,~-

.........." ... 8.2 1.00 .. 30 11 (0-11 em) ... Dating 12·30 cm •
" .

Gu!f of Riga, 175 9 1.93 45 I (0-1 cm) .. .. ..... ,n • ... ..

WestemOOl!and 10.1 4.01-30 10 5 (0-5 cm) .~. Dating 0-10 em ....
Decp. 178

.'~ .. , " "

,.10.2 1.02 31 14 (0-14 cm) ...' Dating 15-31 em ',,' ..

LL·19. ISO .. 11 30.5·24 ". " ...... Dating impossible "..

GF·I.181 12. '. 1.60-24. . 13 .... , ,7 (0-7 cm) " . .". , .. ' "., ..' •....

GF·2.182 13 0.70 25 5 (0-5 em) Core not decp eOOugh. o~ly
, .. , .... " .. , ... , .. .... ....' .. ." ... .. .••... ' ........ 'v 25 cmdecp .. ' ........ , ,:'

."
GF4.183 ., .. .." 14 ,,.. ,2.20-21 .' •.... 20 "", .,. ~ .. ' I .', 12 (0-12 em) .... .. '. Dating 12·20 cm•. "

,
GF-5.184 .. '.".' 15 .. " 12.6-14 " .,

" '" " .." . Dating impossible ., .. "

GF-6. ISS 16 1.00 16 1 (0-1 ein) Core 00t decp enough. only
,'. ....... . . . .' .. " " .' ." u·, 25 emdecp ,< .....

,
GF·3.186 ... 17. 1.00 25 15 (0-15 em) '" . '.' '" .. , .,'

XV-I. 187 ".' 18 ""'''' ··.14.15·)4. .' . 31 " .. 5 (0-5 em) ."', <. ,. ,.,

AaJand Sca. 189 '" 19 . High ""Pb .. ...... .. Dating impossible . ..

EB-1.190 20 2.50 25 0 Core not d=1i enough, only
.... ... ' ....... " .... . .....' .,",-, .. 25 cmdecp " . "

HarnosaDd. 192 21 2.50 25 9 (0-9 cm) Core 00t c!a:P ~gh. onlY

. '" .... , ...... , ... "' .." , '., .' .... .. '., .. " . ... 25 cm decp .•..... w· '., ,',
.

,.5 (0-5 cm)BO·3. 193. ,,-, 21 2.50 '," 13. .' ,,' ..... ... ... '.' ,.......,. '" " .....
.,

3 (0-3 em)"•.',F2. 195. ...... 23" " .2,50 , .'. ',", 13 ..•. .." •. , ",' ", ,,~. . ,,'''' .. ...• .~

1 The activitY of supported 21llpb (SPB) is given aS dpm g'l and at which depth it his been measured (cm). .
If the core has not been long enough thc SPB from a ncarby core has been used (indicatCd by the core
number). In several cases another value of SPB have been chosen which gives the best fit in the model.
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3.3 CommentS

3.3. 1 General comrnents

Figure I (in the Appendices) for the different cores indicates normally a linear accumulation

rate in the upper part of the sediment core (0-5 cm or more), with a very linIe staridard

deviation for the estunated ages (the horizontal bars indicate the 68 % prediciion interiral).

Tbc inclrnation changes below this depth, and the standard deviation increases significantly.

With a constant sedimentation rate, the relation between the logarithin of unsupported 210Pb

conceritriltionS as a function of the inass depth will theoretically be linear (Figure i in the

Appendices). If this is the acnial situation, the resultS of the dating can be evaluated with

good accumcy which normally implies a fme correlation between the depth and age of the

sediment (i::ig. 1). Tbc age relation in the individuai slices can be complicated due to mlxing.

Tbc opum3.l solution to the steady state model (Figure 2 in Appendices) correlates mostly

with the measured concentration of unsupported 21Cpb. Because of thls, the calculated

accUmulation rate describes the sedimentation during this periode Deviations from the linear

trend iIi the upper part of the profile (Figure 2 in Appendices) are an indication of disnirb

ances by bioturbation ete. Generally• a iinear decrease of 21Cpb is obserVed below the

disturbed zorie~

'fable 2 gives a sUmniary of the estimated param~ters arid with an in.dication of tbc quality
..... ;..,.e of the datirig. The c21culated effective mixing depth (a cm) is equivaiellt to ci real niixlng

depth of 2-3 times a, since the effective mixing depth is calculared as a half Gaussian

distribution.

FigUi1: 3 shows different types of 21Cpb profiles which are also represented by some of the .

preseni datings. It should be noted tfut the individual slices of the sed~ent represerit a

deflried time span when the profile is ulldismrbed or neariy so. However, when the sediment

is inixed, sediments from. different time periociS are miXed Ui the Uidividual slices.

'"
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drpth I

Figure 3. Z10Pb profiles with depth.0/sediment core. I. Undisturbed, steady accumulation 0/
dry marter. 2. Totally mixed to depth I. 3. Moderately mixed to de'pth I. 4. Gradually.
increasing accumulation 0/ dry matter.

• Some of the cores bave bad a sufficient length that the concentration of 21<lpb in the deepest

part is constant (Table 1 - supponed .21Dpb (SPB». However, for several cores it has been

necessary to use a value from a nearby sediment core as the core has not been long enough.

For others cores which were not deep enough and which have a high concentration of 11<lpb

down to 20-25 cm a SPB has been chosen giving the best fit to the model. This information

is mcluded in Table 1.

Figure 4 shows for the dif!erent cores the total concentration of 21<lpb as a function of the

sediment depth with 137Cs concentrations included where it has been measured. Normally»

the deepest part indicates the concentration of supponed 21<lpb.

3.3. 1 Soecific comments to each dating

St. no. 156 fKattegat>

High arid constant concentrations of 21Dpb have been measured down to 25 cm depth (Figure

4). This indicates a fairIy recent deposition of a weIl mixed layer. It is impossible to perfonn

a dating on this core.

St. no. 157, Kiel Bight

Table 2 shows that the real mixing depth is 6-9 cm indicating an extensive mixing (Figure

2 in Appendix 2A). The detennination of the accumulation rate was excellent (CV = 3%)

despite the mixing in the top.

- 6-



51. no. ·160, Lübeck Bay

Tbe 210Pb profile (Figure 2 in AppendiX 3A) is almost linear from 3 to about 18 cm indicat

ing some disturbance in the upper 3 cm with extensive mixing; but with an exceiIent determi

nation of the sediment accumulalion rate (CV = 4%). Two slices (10-11 cm and 12-13 cm

depth) have b~en excluded iri the model due to a higher 210Pb concentration which did not fit

in the model. Modelling is needed to clarify the age rehitions in the individual sediment

slices.

5t, rio, 166, Arkona Basin

The 210pb profile (Figure 2 in Appendix 4A) shows an intensive mixing with real mixing

down to 8-12 cm which indicates that this core is not useful for studying pollutant records.

• The sediment accumulation rate is very low.

" ,

This area (station B2 - 54° 56 N~ 13°48.2 E at 50 m depth) has also been dated in 1983 as

shown in Appendix 24; but with a very bad result with nearly complete mixing in the whole

core. The position is not exactly the same as the present one.

5t. no. 167. Bomholm Basin

Tbe 210Pb profile (Figure 2 in Appendix 5A) shows an intensive mixing with real mixing

down to 2.2-3.3 cm. Figure 4 shows a nearly constant concentration of 210pb below 9 cni

depth; The estimation of the sediment accumulation rate is reasonable (CV = 9%).

Modelling is needed to clarify the age relations in the individUal sediment slices.•
This area (station B16 - 55° 14 Nt 16° 01 E at 8~ m depth) haS also been dated in 1983 as

shown in flgure 2 in Appendix 25; but with a similar result. Tbe posi~ion is not exactly the

same as the present one.

5t. no. 169. Gdansk Bight

The 210pb is almost linear from top to about 21 cm indicating a low degree of disturbances

(Figure 2 in Appendix 6A). Table 2 shows that the reel mixing depth is only 0.2-0.3 cm; but

with an extenSive mixing. The detennination of the accumulation rate waS reasonable (CV

- 7 -



== 10%). Tbe low mixing suggests that the slices are representative for the estimated time

periods.

Sr. no. 170. Lithuan Coast

The 21Dpb profile is almost linear from top to about 12 cm (Figure 2 in Appendix 7A); but

with intensive mixing arid a reel mixing depth of 0.8-1.2 cm. Tbe determination of the

accumulation rate was not very good (CV == 22%); but the rate is high. Modelling ls needed

to clarify the age relations in the individual sediment slices.

Sr. no. 171. Gotland Deep

The 21Dpb concentraiions in the upper pan of the eore is extremely high (Figure 4) and with

• a very low percentage of dry matter (below 5%) in the upper 5 em (Appendix 8.1B). This

eore haS been dated in two seetions, 0-13 cm and 12-30 em. Tbe 210pb profile for the upper
,

pan (Figure 2 in Appendix 8.1A) is almost linear from 5-13 em indicating disturbanees in

the upper 5 em - with the very low percentage of dry matter - with intensive mixing. Tbe

estimatiori of the very low aeeumulation rate is reaSonable (7%).

. .
The deeper part of this eore, the section from 12-30 em, has been dated separately (Figure

2 in Appendix 8.2A). Tbe sediment aceumulation rate is very high and estimated with a bad

aecuracy (CV == 17%). High and nearly eonstant 21Dpb eoneentiatiorls have been measured

in the deeper part of the eore (30-50 cm, Figure 4). Generally, thiS core is not very suitable

for measurements of pollution records. The sediment aeeumulation rate is mueh higher in the

e deepest part than in the upper part indicatin~a shift in the aeeumulation rate in the beginning

of this eentur}r.

St. No. 175. Gulf of Riga

Table 2 shows that the reel mixing depth is 2.4-3.6 em with an intensive miXing (Figure 2

in Appendix 9A). Tbe eore is dated to a depth of 45 cm. Tbe determination of the aeeumu

lation rate was exeellent (CV == 4%) despite the mixing at the top. The sliees will be fairly

.representative of the estimated time periods.

- 8 -
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Sr. 00. 178. \Vestem Gotlaod Deep

Tbe 210Pb eoneentrations in the upper part of the eore is also extremely high (Figure 4) and

with a low eoneentration of dry matter in the upper part (Appendix 1O.lB). Tbis eore has

been dated in two parts. An upper part from 0-10 em and a lower part from 12-30 em. Tbe

21Cpb profile (Figure 2 in Appendix 10.lA) shows an intensive mixing with real mixing down

to 3.6-5.4 em. Tbe estimation of the sediment aeeumulation rate is reasonable (CV = 7%);

but with a very low aceumulation rate. This eore is not very useful for studying pollutant

reeords.

Tbe 21Cpb profile for the deeper part (Figure 2 in Appendix 1O.2A) is almost linear from 15

31 em and with an exceUent detenninatiori of the sediment aeeumulation rate (CV = 5%).

• Tbe sediment aeeumulation rate is mueh higher in the deepest part than in the tipper part

indieating a shift in the aeeumulation rate in the beginning of this eenrin)r.

St. no. 180. LL-19

Tbe 21Cpb pronie in Figure 4 shows an inerease of the 21Cpt, eoneentrations down to 13 em

and an deerease in the deeper part of the eore. It is impossible to perform a dating on this

eore.

Sr. no. 181, GF-l

Tbe 21Cpb prof11e (Figure 2 in Appendix 12A) shows an intensive mixing with real mixing

down to 4.4-6.6 em whieh indicates that this eore is not useful for studying pollucint records.

• Tbe sediment aeeumulation rate is estimated with a low aeeuracy (CV = 20%). Tbe 21Cpb

profile in Figure 4 shows a high eoncentrati9n down to 10 em and a eonstant eoncentration

below 15 cm indicating old sediments in the deeper part.

Sr. no. 182. GF-2

Tbe 21Cpb profile (Figure 2 in Appendix 13A) shows an intensive mixing with real mixing

down to 6-9 em; but with a exeellent eswnation of the high sediment aecumulation rate (CV

. = 6%). The eore is not deep enough to reaeh a eonstant 21Cpb concentration as the 210pb
. .

eoneentration in 25 em depth is very high (Figure 4). Modelling is needed to clarify the age

relations in the individUal sediment slices.

- 9-
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St. no. 183. GF-4

The 210Pb profile (Figure 4) shows a constant 210Fb concentration from 0-8 cm which makes

the dating irripossible of this pan of the core. Tbe dating is performed on 12-20 cm depth and

shows a linear 2lepb profile (Figtire 2 in Appendix 14A) and with a excellent estimation of

the sediment accumulation rate (CV = 3%). Tbis dating gives an esiirriation of the sediment

accumulation rate. If the rate is the same in the whole core an age-depth relation ship cari

also be calculated.

St. no. 184, GF-5
,

High and constant concentratio~ of 2lllpb ha~e been measured in the whole core down to 15

cm depth (Figure 4). This indicates a fairly recent deposition of a tocilly rriixed layer. It is

impossible to perform a dating on this core.

St. no. 185, GF-6

Tbe 2lepb is linear from top to about '16 cm indicating a low degree of disturbances (Fi'gtire

2 in Appendix 16A), Table 2 shows that the reel mixing depth is only 0,2-0,3 cm; but with

an extensive mixing. Tbe determination of the high accumulation rate was good (CV =7%).

The low mixing suggests that the slices are representative for the estimated time periods, The

core is not deep enou'gh to ieach a constmt 2lepti concentration as the 21ept, concentration in

25 cm depth is very high (Figure 4).

St. no. 186. GF-3

Tbe 21l>pb profile (Figure 2 in Appendix 17A) shows an intensive mixing with real niixing

down to 7,4-11.1 ein. Tbe estimation of the sediment accumulation rate (CV = 13%) is

reasonable. Tbe core is not deep enough to reach a constant 21l>pb concentration as the 21l>pb

concentration in 25 cm depth is high (Figure 4).

St.no.187; XV-I

Tbe 21l>pb proäle (Figure' 2 in Appendix 18A) is aIIl'lOst linear from top to about 31 cm and

with extensive mixing; but with alow real mixing depth down to 0.6-0.9 cm. The determina

tion of the sediment accumuhi.tion rate was uncertain (CV = 17%) due to the irregularity

down tbrough the core.

- 10 -
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Sr. no. 189, Aland Sea

High and constant concentrations of 21lJpb have been measured down to 25 cm depth (Figure

4). This indicates a fairly recent deposition of a weIl mixed layer. It is impossible to perform

adating on this core.

St. no. 190. EH-!

The :llJpb is linear from top to about 25 cm indicating a low degree of distUrbances (Figure

2 in Appendix 20A). Table 2 shows that the reel mixing depth is 1.0-1.5 cm; but with an

extensive mixing. Tbe determination ofthe high accumulation rate was excellerit (CV =6%)

despite the mixing in the top. Modelling is needed to clarify the age relations in the individ

ual sediment slices. The core is not deep enough to reach a constant 21Dpb concentration as .

the 21lJpb concentraticm in 25 cm depth is high (Figure 4).

St. no. 192. Hamosand

The 21Dpb is linear from 9 cm to about 25 cm and with extensive mixing in the upper part

(Figure 2 in Appendix 21A). Table 2 shows that the reel mixing depth is 5.2-7.8 cm. The

determination of the high accumulation rate was excellent (CV = 6%) despite the mixing in

the top. Modellmg is needed to clarify the age relations in the individual sediment slices. The

core is nöt deep enough to reach a constarit 21Dpb concentration aS the 21Dpb concentration in

25 cm depth is high (Figure 4). Generally, the 2iOPb concentrations are high in the whole

core.

e,
St. no. 193. BO-3

The 21Dpb profIle (Figure 2 in Appendix 22A) shows an intensive mixing with real mixing

down to 2.8-4.2 cm. Figure 4 shows a nearly constant concentration of 21Dpb below 18 cm

depth. Tbe estimation of the sediment accumulation rate is reasonable (CV = 9%).

Modelling is needed to clarify the age relations in the individual sedinient slices.

St. no. 195. F2X

The 210pb profIle (Figure 2 in Appendix 23A) shows an intensive mixing with real mixing

down to 2.8-4.2 cm. Figure 4 shows a nearly constant concentration of 210pb beIow IS cm

- 11 -



Table 2. Accumulation rate, mixing coefficieni, and
efCective mixing depth for sediments from the Haltie HaseJine Study.

•

•

.' '" ..""" "." , "'.~ ., ". " "'''''- .....' , .... '" " ..",."., .. , '."' .. '" ,-, .0'

Stalion narne and no. Aceumulation rau: Mixing Mixing dcplJl QUalily,
, .....'''. " ,. ...•.. eoefticiellt em '.. ' , of dating

Man Linear eilt yr' Effective Real
g m1 yr' mmyr' meidel

- . ± $.d• (dcplJl 0-2 eml ... ' . , . ....

~156o. .•. .' ....... " ... I· Dating impos~ible .

Kiel Bight. 157 313 ±9 .. U
.

ISO 3.0 6-9 ..."'. , ..

LübCdc Bay. 160 509±18 .'. 2.3 I 2.1 , 4.2-6.3 , """'" •• ,.

Arkana Basin. 166 261±58 .. 1.4 ' . 150 , 4.1 8.2-12.3 ~ " •
Bornholn Basin. 167 . ' 250±22. 1.6 ... ,43 '., . ,,' 1.1,.• " ., .. 2.2-3.3, .. , .'... '.

GdWlt Bay. 169
"

880±91 7.5 12 • 0.1 , 0.2-0.3 ... o·
... ...

LilJllWI Coasl. 170 .. 1.113±241 S.4 43 0.4 '..... 0.8-1.2
.

," " .. w .. .... ...~, ....,

Gotland 0-13 em l04t7 '2 8.7 ... . .'. ,,43 .. '.' 1.7 " 3.4-5.1 ... •
Decp. 171

1.669±289. '211·30cm ." . ., 0' •.... -... . .. . .."..,,, .. . ...., •. o. • ."', ,

Gulf of Riga. 175 " 1.217±48 " '. ,., ,6.3 ..... . .52S '" " . 1.2., 2.4-3.6 •••
..'

~Westem 0-10 cm 74±5 .. 1.9 _, ISO. ,,' " '. 1.8 " 3.6-5.4 •... , .
Gotland " '2
Decp.178 14-31 em 3.959± 191 .• .- '.0 0".'- . ..... . '.... ••. ' ." 0,

LL-19.180 0 '" 0 .". O' '. .... " .. Dating impossible..

GF-l.181 . 28It56 1.3 .' 52S 1.2 .' .,4.4-6.6 •
"

GF-1.181 1.157±73 ...•, 10.3 1840 3.0 .... 6.0-9.0 0 ........

..
••. GF-4. 183 . ' .. 391±11 ... - .,,'.. - .' " -.-",--.:.,- . ",.. , .... .'. ,

GF-5. 184 ". .. , Dating impossible.
.,

GF-6.185 1.850±127 ..,15.1 43... , . 0.1 0.2-0.3 ..... ' . •••..
." '..'

GF-3.186 701 ±89 " '. ".... 5.3 . ..... 52S .. • ·.3.7 7.4-11.1 • . •• .. '

. ," .~ "

XV-I. 187 '" " ., 1.115:t 185 0' 9.9 ,'" .. 150 '."' .... ..0.3 . 0.6-0.9 .' ". ., .... """ ,

AaJand Se3. 189 .. . " . ", . . -. ., ".' .'. " . .•. ..... Dating imposs ible•
,

ED-l.l90 ."'" 1,521:t9L '" .. " 6.0. . ",.,,,150 .. , •.... 0.5· 1.0-1,5 •••
'"

..

. .. , "

•••Harnosand. 192 • , ..••'<' . 1.174:t74 .. • ..... 4.6 '" ,',.. 52S >". '.' 2.6 ... 5.2-7.8 .. ,,' N. .

B0-3.193 ... 32S±29 1.8 .. . 43 1.4 2.8-4.2 I· .... '".

,. 0'

352±3O 1.9 .. 12. 1.4 2.84.2 ••F2. 195" '.,. . '. ,0' ~ ',.. ' I·· "'. ..... " .. ... ... - ,

J.d. - s~ deviation

••• i:xci:llent daling••• reasonable dalinI. "pOOr dating
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depth. Tbe estimation of the sediment accumulation rate is reasonable (CV - 8%).

Modelling is needed to clarify the age relations in the individual sediment slices.

4. SENSITIVITY FOR POLLUTION MEASUREl\IENTS

Another model calculation was peIformed on the basis of the datings. Tbc pUrPose of this

calculation was to evaluate the semitivitY of the sediment areas to 'measure changes in

pollution input. Tbe prinCiple of this sensitivity arialysis is clescribed by Larsen arid Jensen,

1989.

Tbe following input were used in the model calculations:

• - depth of sediment surface sampie (10 mm used)

- the sediment accumulation rate

the inixing describeci hy D and a

the number of years hetween sampling: 3, 5, and 10 years

the relative aDalytical sciridard devia.tions (% RSDj for the chemicat anaryses

selecred at 10%. These RSD are obtainable for the methods normally used, for

example, atomic absorption spectroscopy used in heavy meiai anatYsis. If a higher

RSD is expected the per cent relative change in pollu~on input flui shatl be multi

plied by this factor (a RSD of 20% means that the flux shall be multiplied by tWo).

• 'fable 3 shows the reSults of these model calculations and indicates t.h3t severaI locaiions are"

very useful in moriitoririg chäriges in pollution inputS. If sediment sampies are taken arid

arialyzed every flfth year, it will be possible to deteet: ch3Dges iri pollution input froin" 10-50

% for station no. 160 (Lübeck Bay), 169 (Gdansk Bay) , i70 (Lithuan Coast), 175 (Gulf of

RIga), 182 (GF-2), 185 (GF-6), 187 (XV-I), 190 (EB-i) arid 195 (F2x); The differences is

cauSed by the different accumulation rates and mixing in the upper part. of the sediment

cores. If sampling is orily peIformed with a frequency of teD. years the majcinty of localities

where datings haS been performed are very suitable to use in apollution monitoiing pro-
, .~ ."

gramme with changes in input flui of less t.h3.ri 50%. The exceptionS are st. no. 157 (Kiel

Bight), si. no. 166 (Arkona Basin), 178 (Western Gotland Deep) and uh (GF-l).

- 13 -
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Table 3. Sensitivityfor pollution m~riitoringwith a relative standard deviation
of 10% ror the chemicaI analysis.

, ,
""N ,," ,,,. ",' " ' ''"~" ",,",'

Station namc aiu1 00. " cIwi~e in input nUll , '",,'''

Number of Ye:In between saIll!lling ,,'"

3 5 10

Kid Bigh!. 157 2JS 155 8S

Liibc:dc Bay. 160 Ce 40 ,"" 30 ',' 20 ","

Arkcna Basin. iM .--.~." ,,310, ",.,2OS ",'"'' , .115 "

Bomholm Basin. 167." ,"",' lOS ""', 6S " "
3L .

, "" ,
Gdamlt Bay. 169" ',,,,," ,,'" "' 10 ",'" ''', 10 '", ,", 10 ,

Lilhuan Coan. 170 , ., '" 15 15 : ',," 10 ,"" ,,'

Gulf cl Rip, 175 , ''',' " 35 2S
.

"'. ,,,.15' " "

,
, Western GotWld~. 178 ' 200 ", ' 130 .' 70

" "

GF·l.181
,

" 295 '" 180 '. ,,,,95 '"

GF·2.181 8S SO "" ",' 30 '",'

GF~.Ill.5 10
.

10
"

10 ..

GF·3.186 135 ll.5 so '.,.,

XV·l.187 10 10
,

, 10.

EB-l. 190, ",,,,,,,",,,,,,, "",' 20 '<'" ',' 15 ,,',
.

'''', " ,." "" 10
, r·

Hamosand.I92 ''<" ,,,' 90, " '"" 60, 'N """ 30""""
"

B0-3.193 ., ,,,', '"'''' 100 "', " 6S " "
,35 .,

F2X. 195, "",,_,', ,", I ~-' 7S ""., ~
,,,SO,,,,, '" ,H"' 30 • ..-ce.
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FIGURE 4
Pr til "lOPb .d lJ7 ".. -o 1 es • an es as function of sedunent depth
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